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Module 3 – Understanding Computers, Binary Maths and Logic Gates 

About this Module Learning Outcomes/Success Criteria (WILF) : 

This module focuses on the theory relating to the devices that 
students are using on a daily basis. Students will develop an 
awareness of hardware and software and an ability to understand 
the significance of different operating systems. It focuses on file 
management and command prompts. It also introduces students 
to binary numbers and gets them to look forward to what 
technology may look like in the future. 

All students will be able to define hardware and software and describe examples of 
different operating systems; be able to create, move and rename files and folders 
and understand that sensible file and folder names make it easier to find work later; 
be able to type at least one instruction at a command prompt; know the values of 
each bit of an 8 bit binary string; Be able to convert a decimal to binary. 

Most students will be able to group hardware and software; be able to explain the 

main features of an operating system; be able to identify common similarities and 
differences between operating systems; be able to explain how to manipulate files 
and folders in simple terms and use different methods for cutting copying and 
pasting files and folders; be able to move, copy and delete files and folders at a 
command prompt; be able to convert a decimal number into binary and vice versa.  
Some students could will be able to understand the difference between proprietary and open 
source software; be able to compare the strengths and weaknesses of different operating 
systems; identify strategies for naming folders and nesting folders; be aware of file 
extensions and their purposes; suggest situations where command line would be preferable 
to a GUI for a file manipulation; show an understanding of multiple methods of converting 
binary into decimal. 

Where the unit fits in: Cross- curricular Links: 

 Information Technology 

             Collect, organise and present data and information in 
digital content.   

 Data and data representation 
 Understand the difference between data and information.                
Know why sorting data in a file can improve information. 
Know digital computers use binary to represent all data. 
Understand how bit patterns represent numbers and images. 
 

 Hardware and Processing 
            Understand why and when computers are used and the 
main functions of operating system. 

Maths 
Decimal and Binary conversions 
English 
Range of different vocabulary, Writing for a purpose 
Science 
Electrical circuits and circuit components 
SMSC: 
Spiritual – Apply concentration and intelligence, pupils become much more aware of their strengths 
and weaknesses while creating programs. 
Moral – Listening to others and working as a class. Pupil learn to use technology safely and not 
misuse computers  
Social - Learn about how the components of computers come together to make the whole system 
work, hence understand how individuals can contribute when working as a team. 
Cultural – To be aware of the information age we live in. Looks at the needs of people their solution 
serves. 
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Date  Topic  Teaching Activities Learning Objectives Resources 

3 12/01/2016 Computer 
System – a 
Recap  

 Recap of computer system, hardware and software, 
input, output and storage devices. 
 
Recap of operating system and go over the need for 
various operating systems and how layers of abstraction 
work in a computer system. 
 
 

Students will be able to ... 
Identify the various components of a computer system 
 
Group the hardware into different input and output 
devices 
 
Explain the main features of an operating system  
 
Create a poster indicating  the differences and similarities 
between various operating systems 
 
Identify the positive negative features of two or more 
operating systems 
 

 

PowerPoint 
Presentation 
 
Student Handouts 

15/01/2016 File 
management 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Make students aware of the need for a file management 
system 
 
Demonstrate how to organise and name files and folders 
using GUI 
 
Explain the need for file extensions 
 
Introduce the term command line  and the various 
command line prompts used to organise files and folders 
 
Explain what the term batch files and shell scripts mean 

Students will be able to ... 
 
Create, move and rename files  
 
Drag, cut copy and paste different files and folders 
Use keyboard shortcuts to perform these operations 
 
Students will be able to ... 
 
Type instructions at a command prompt 
 
Move, copy, rename and delete files and folders at a 

PowerPoint 
presentation 

www.hoddereducati
on.co.uk/compute-it 

student handouts 

http://www.hoddereducation.co.uk/compute-it
http://www.hoddereducation.co.uk/compute-it
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CMD, the 
command line 

and how to create batch files using Notepad 
 
Demonstrate how to use wildcards 
 
 
 
 

command prompt 
 
Identify the advantages and disadvantages of both 
graphical and command line methods for managing files 
and folders 
 
Create batch files and shell scripts 
 
Create a word document to advise new computer users  
on how to improve their file handling habits 
 
 
 

 

PowerPoint 
Presentation 
 
www.hoddereducati
on.co.uk/compute.it 

 

19/01/2016 Binary Introduce binary numbers to students and explain how 
data in a computer is stored in binary. 
 
Show students how to count in decimal and binary 
 
Explain how to convert binary to decimal and decimal to 
binary 
 
 
 

Students will be able to ... 
 
Know that data in a computer is stored in binary 
 
Know the values of each bit of an 8 digit binary string 
 
Convert a decimal number into binary and vice versa 
 
 

PowerPoint 
presentation 
 
Worksheets 
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 22/01/2016 Storing data in 
binary 
 
 
 
 
Binary Addition 
 
 
 
Fixed length bit 

Explain how data is stored in computers in the form of 
binary strings 
 
Introduce the terms bits, nibbles and bytes 
 
 
Demonstrate how two binary numbers can be added 
together just like how two decimal numbers can be added 
together 
 
Explain how data is stored in fixed length bit strings and 
blocks. 
Make students aware of binary overflow and how it is 
stored  

Students will be able to… 
 
Understand the fact that computers can only understand 
binary numbers i.e. 0’s and 1’s. 
 
Group binary strings into bits, nibbles and bytes 
 
Add and subtract two binary numbers  
 
Understand how binary numbers are stored in blocks of 8 
bits. 
 

 
PowerPoint 
presentation 

Homework 
 Using a storyboard 
create a tutorial to 
help students of 
similar age learn 
binary. 
 

 26/01/2016 Binary Maths 
 

Demonstrate how to add, subtract and multiply two or 
more binary numbers 

Students will be able to.. 
 
Add, subtract and multiply using binary numbers.  
 
 

Tutorial 
 
Worksheets 

 29/01/2016 Instruction Set 
Design 

Introduce the term instruction set and how these 
instructions are used to run a code in computers 
 
Explain how to develop a route from source to destination 
using an efficient algorithm 
 
Demonstrate how to create instruction set using binary 
numbers 

Students will be able to.. 
 
Understand how to use instruction set to program a 
computer 
 
Will be able to understand the importance of a good and 
efficient algorithm 
 

 
Tutorial 
 
www.hoodereducati
on.co.uk 
 
Worksheets 
 

http://www.hoodereducation.co.uk/
http://www.hoodereducation.co.uk/
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Create a robot and a planet to explore the shortest and 
fastest route from point to destination using instruction 
set 

 

 02/02/2016 If Selection 
statements 

Explain the importance of using IF selection statements 
 
Introduce the terms decomposition and abstraction and 
how to use these efficiently in computer programs 
 
 

Students will be able to… 
 
Use at least three IF statements in algorithms and 
flowcharts to program their robot to move through a 
maze- moving forward, left and right 

 
PowerPoint 
Presentation and 
student handouts 

 05/02/2016 Boolean 
Operators 
 
 
 
IF selection 
statements 
 
Logic Gates 
 

Introduce the term Boolean operators 
 
Explain how these Boolean operators can be used to make 
selection while programming the computers 
 
Demonstrate how Boolean operators can be used with IF 
statements to make selections 
 
Explain how to combine the Boolean operators and using 
Boolean logic to program computers effectively 

Students will be able to.. 
 
Identify the AND, NOT and OR Boolean operators  
 
Understand how to use them in selection making process 
 
Use nested IF statements 
 
Combine Boolean operators  and use logic gates to further 
refine codes 

PowerPoint 
presentation 
 
Student handouts 

 09/02/2016 Formal 
Asessment 

Perform a formal assessment on Computers, Binary Maths 
and Logic gates 

Students will be able to ... 
 

 Exhibit their knowledge on components of a 
computer system, algorithms, binary maths and 
logic gates 

 
Assessment papers 
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 12/02/2016 Feedback Time Assessment Feedback To respond to feedback on assessment  

 
 


